"I'm so happy it's happened and now I need to concentrate on getting
some good results..."
Alex Lynn – season preview
London, March 12, 2017. After seven seasons in single-seaters, I set my
sights towards the end of last year on becoming a professional racing driver in
2017. It’s paid off big time! I’ve got three deals confirmed already, there’s a
strong chance of a fourth, and it all begins with my debut in the famous
Sebring 12 Hours next week.
You may remember I did some races in the FIA World Endurance
Championship towards the end of last year. But before that I’d gone out to
Austin, where I met Wayne Taylor and Max Angelelli from Wayne Taylor
Racing at the joint WEC/IMSA SportsCar event. They then kept an eye on my
performances in the WEC races, and it also helped that Max has really strong
ties with Angelo and Rene Rosin of Prema Powerteam, who I drove for in
Formula 3 in 2013.
In January this year I went to Daytona for the pre-race test, where we agreed
on a deal, and the contract was signed a few weeks later. In the meantime,
Max won the Daytona 24 Hours with Wayne’s sons Ricky and Jordan,
together with Jeff Gordon. Effectively, I replace Max, who’s retiring, alongside
Ricky and Jordan at Sebring and in the Petit Le Mans race in October.

It was great to get that deal done. Sebring is a highlight of the endurance
season, and I’m very lucky in one sense because we’re going there with a
great chance of victory. I couldn’t ask for anything better – a great car, a great
team and great team-mates.
I tried the Cadillac DPi-V.R a couple of weeks ago at the Sebring test, and I
thought it was a fantastic car. It felt like a big step above the LMP2 car I raced
in WEC last year. It’s a big old engine – a 6.3-litre V8 – and that makes it very
driveable. There’s so much usable engine power whereas in most European
racing you’re in a very narrow power band. It was a pleasure to drive, and as
you’d expect the chassis – which is made by Dallara – is phenomenal. I
finished off the test by topping the last session, so that was great!
Sebring is famously bumpy but what you really underestimate is the
technicalities. It’s got surface changes – from concrete to Tarmac – and then
off-camber to on-camber. There’s clay on the corner exits and that gets
dragged onto the track by the GT cars. I can imagine why it’s difficult to even
finish there because it’s so easy to make mistakes.
The other cool thing is that throughout my childhood, sportscar racing was my
dad’s passion – and still is. He’s got a fascination for original race posters and
over the house there are about a hundred of them – from Le Mans, Sebring
and other classic sportscar races. I call him a bobble-hat and it’s been
ingrained in me too!

After Sebring, the following weekend I’m at the famous Nurburgring
Nordschleife for my first race in the VLN as a BMW factory driver. It’s
something to be really proud about, to join BMW for what is their biggest GT
race of the season: the Nurburgring 24 Hours. And before I do that I’m doing
three ‘warm-up’ races: two rounds of the VLN and the 24 Hours Qualification
Race.
There’s no doubt that BMW are going all guns blazing to get a great result,
and I just have to work hard and get on the pace – and hopefully get close to
setting the pace. It’ll be my first taste of the Nordschleife, but I’ve already
tested the BMW M6 GT3 at Paul Ricard to get a feel for the car – I wouldn’t
want to be doing that and learning a 16-mile monster-track at the same time!
It’s extremely well-sorted, so driver-friendly, and I hear it’s a mega car at the
Nurburgring.

Straight after that, I’m off to Mexico City with the DS Virgin Racing Formula E
team. Effectively I’m the standby driver for Jose Maria Lopez, who won’t be
able to make the Friday shakedown because he has commitments with the
Toyota WEC team. His plane is due to land two and a half hours before first
practice on Saturday morning, so I’ll be praying ever so slightly that his plane
is cancelled, in which case I’ll be racing!
Formula E is the electric single-seater series, which is growing massively.
Lots of good young drivers are in it and it’s great to be part of it. I’m doing
simulator and development work for DS Virgin in the background, and it looks
like even if I don’t race in Mexico, I will race in New York in July because Jose
Maria has a WEC date clash. It’s the first time in New York for Formula E, it
will be a showpiece event and it’s a double-header, so I’ll get double the track

time. It’s just one of so many cool places Formula E is going to and I’m really
excited about it.

Finally, I’m also pretty hopeful of my own WEC deal. I'm currently in Aragon
testing with G-Drive Racing in their Oreca LMP2 car. If this comes off, I’ll be
starting this at Silverstone in April and doing a full season including the Le
Mans 24 Hours – that’s something you dream of as a professional driver.
All this has been a long time in the making. Along with my managers Myles
Mordaunt and Alexander Wurz, I’ve been working tirelessly since last
October, flat-out on all the possibilities. Not one thing was signed in 2016 so
all this has come off not necessarily late, but late-ish. I’m so happy it’s
happened and now I need to concentrate on getting some good results.
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